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The number theory is usually taught during one semester at the Faculties of Science in the programme 
for teachers of mathematics. After refreshing the elementary knowledge of mathematics from high 
schools (especially the properties of the division theory in integers), the students acquaint with the 
congruences. Students learn to work with linear congruences and congruences of higher degree - then 
they can solve equations in integers by using these congruences and their properties. Marginally, they 
also touch on the simplest types of diophantine equations. It is exactly the diophantine equations that 
can be one of the most practical topics and in the same time it could be used as a model for 
explanation of some theoretic problems. 
 The application of number theory at the Faculties of Education is usually quite marginal compared to 
the Faculties of Science. The creation of number fields and the division theory (which is taught as part 
of algebra) are emphasized. The division theory is closely connected with high school’s topics. For 
assumption of elementary concepts, methods and assertions of number theory, it is convinient to 
acquaint students with the real problems of this part of mathematics in special seminars and lessons. 
Most of these problems could be defined in a simple way but there are some of them where we cannot 
answer the question of their solvability. Application of various methods on the arithmetical exercises 
can give a lot of new knowledge to students who can also verify the results of previous exercises by 
themselves. 
A seminary based on similar methods of teaching would certainly achieve success in mathematical 
classes at the high schools. In the framework of one lesson; the teacher doesn’t usually have enough 
time or opportunity to lead talented students individualy and he cannot use quality textbooks. The 
questions about existence and properties of Fermat’s or Mersenne’s numbers can be an interesting and 
suitable topic for students during the workshops of number theory.  

Fermat primes are called primes of the form 122 +
k

,  where 0.k ≥  Only five Fermat primes are 
known these days. The Fermat primes are not only known in number theory but also in other parts of 
mathematics. One of the most interesting applications of these primes in geometry is their use for 
construction of regular polygon with n sides by ruler and compass. First, this assertion was proved by 
German mathematician Carl Fridrich Gauss at the beginning of the 19th century. 
Proposition 1:   There exist construction of the regular polygon with n sides by ruler and compass if 

and only if ,
j21 mmm

k F . . .FF2 n =  where    0j 0,k 3,n ≥≥≥  
j21 mmm F . . .FF  and are distinct 

Fermat primes. 
You can find the prove of this proposition in [6]. 

Mersenne primes are all primes of the form ,12 −p  where p is prime. We can find very interesting 
use of Mersenne primes by trying if the examinated number is perfect or not. A number where the sum 
of its own divisors is equal to this number is called a perfect number. Today Mersenne primes are used 
especially for finding the biggest existing primes. (cf. [www1]) 
Although Fermat’s and Mersenne’s primes are already known for a couple of centuries and although 
the biggest mathematicians around the world were interested in these numbers and their properties, 
too, there remains a lot of still-open and unresolved problems until these days. The scientists often 
discovered new results that were applied widely in various parts of mathematics but they didn’t solve 
the problem completely. The most interesting and still unresolved questions about Fermat’s and 
Mersenne’s numbers are pointed below (more in [6]):  
Are there infinitely many Mersenne’s primes? (39th Mersenne’s prime was found very recently.) 
Are the primes 3, 5, 17, 257, 65537 all the Fermat primes? 
For which regular polygons does there exist a Euclidean construction? 
Does there exist Fermat number divisible by the square of a prime number? 
Are there infinitely many perfect numbers or does exist odd perfect number? 
We can find another interesting results about Fermat’s or Mersenne’s numbers in solving some 

diophantine equation y     
1-q
1-qn
= where q is power of prime number, odd   3, n ≥  and 
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{ } 4=∧  1)-(y  p  number   prime-p  p,   that I tried to solve and that could be a suitable topic for a 

specialized seminar. The students could be introduced to this equation in a seminar where the teacher 
would show some of the solutions. For better imagination, the high schools students can study this 

equation as geometric progression with the first member 1=1a  and quotient αaq = , (a - prime, 
0≥α , integer). 

 It is a special type of the equation m
n

y
1-q
1-q
=  where 2m ≥ .  W. Ljunggren solved this equation 

completely when m = 2 (in 1920) and Ljunggren with T. Nagell found solutions if   n   4 an    3 (in 

1943). They found that in these cases there doesn´t exist any other solution except the following: 

.7
118
1,20

17
1,11

13
13 322

5
=

−
−

=
−
−

=
−
− 34 18      7        

Later French mathematicians Y. Bugeaud, M. Mignotte and Y. Roy found solutions for cases when q 
is power of a prime, assign him p and p divides (y-1) (in 1999) or m is a prime and every prime divisor 
of q  also divides (y –1) (in 2000). (see [5]) 
The article of Iranian mathematicians A. a B. Khosravi (who solved this diophantine equation exactly 
for three prime divisors of (y-1)) became my first motivation for solving this equation. My aim was to 
continue in their work by trying to solve the equation for four prime divisors of (y-1). So we denote 

1dcbay += δχβα   where a, b, c, d, are primes and  1   , , , ≥δχβα , integers.  
When solved, it is convinient to denote y-1 = A, so A has just four prime divisors, then            

( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) A.
1-q

1q 1-qq
1-q

1-qq
1-q
1-q 1-n1-n1-nn

=
+

==−
2/2/

1  

Because ( ) ( )( ) 22/    1q1,-q /21-n1-n +  and ( ) ( )( )1-q q 1-n 2/1−  then holds ( )( )  .A   1q 1-n +2/  So 
δχβα dcbaq ∨∨∨= . Denote ,aq α=  then ( ) βα ba  1-n =+12/  or ( ) χβα cb a 1-n =+12/  or 

( ) δχβα dcb a 1-n =+12/ which means that one of the primes must be even. Fixed a = 2 then 

1dcb2y += δχβα . Now the solutions of the equation could be divided on two parts if q is an odd 
prime or an even prime. For the case that q is an odd prime we can divide the solution to nine various 

types by using ( ) ( )( )1,1 2/2/ +− 1-n1-n b b ββ  = 2. Four of them are leading immediately to 
contradiction with the assumption. For remaining types we can find 16 particular solutions.  

As a demonstration of the methods used to solve this equation we will explain the case when ,βbq =  

b is also an odd prime and equation in question is divided in three parts: ( ) ,24/ χβ c1b 1-n =+   
( )

,1
4/

=
−

−

1b
1b 1-n 

β

β
 so n = 5 and ( ) δαβ d21b 1-1-n =+2/ . First consider the case when 1=χ  (see 

[2] and [7]), then there exist the solution for 2. == δβ ,1  We find two equations: 2c1b =+  and 
22 db 21 =+ . Express b from the first equation and substitute to the other equation, then holds 

22 d12c-c =+2 , so ( ) 222 d1-cc =+ ( ) ( )( ).1-cd1c-dc1-cdc 2222 ++=⇒−=⇒  The 
prime decomposition in integers is uniquely determined, so one of these possibilities must be correct: 

d -c +1 = 1 ∧  d + c -1 = 2c , so d = c and then ( ) 1c1-c12c-c2 =⇒==+ 02 , contradiction! 

d -c +1 = 2c  ∧   d + c -1 =1, so d = 2- c, but c and d are primes, contradiction! 
d + c -1 = c  ∧   d -c +1 = c ion!contradict 1,  d   1 - 2c  d =∧=⇒  
So any solution doesn’t exist in this case. 
The solutions when q is even prime number are listed in table.1. 

h
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q n y conditions 

2 9 2*3*5*17  + 1  

α2  9 ( ) ( ) ( ) 112*12*12*2 42    ++++ αααα  12 +α ,  122 +α ,  124 +α   are 
Fermat’s primes. 

32  5 32 * 23 *5*13  + 1  

α2  5 ( ) ( ) 112*12*2 2    +++ ααα  
12 +α = d is Fermat‘s prime and 
122 +α = χβ cb . 

α2  3 ( ) 112*2    ++αα  12 +α = δχβ dcb  

2 2p+1 2* ( ) ( ) 1   pp ++− 12*12  
12 −p = d is Mersenne‘s prime 

and 12 +p = χβ c3 , p is prime. 

α2  
4k+3 
k≥ 1 

α2 * ( )12 +α *
( )

1
1-2

12 2/1-n

+






 −
α

α

 
( ) =+12 2/1-nα χβ c3 and 
( ) =−12 2/1-nα ( )12* +αδd  

Tab. 1: The solutions of the equation ( ) ( ) y   1-qqn =− /1 if  q = .2α  
Especially the 4th row of the table seems to be very interesting because the only possible solution 
satisfies the conditions of the equation. If we rewrite the assumptions and the conditions in notation of 
Fermat’s numbers we can say that mF  must be Fermat’s prime and in the same time 1mF +  isn’t 
Fermat’s prime. The only one known couple of consecutive Fermat’s numbers with the property that 
the first one is a prime and the second one is a composite number are 6. 5, FF  Untill now we are not 
sure if there exists any other solution or if the number of solutions is infinite.    
To simplify the finding or verifying solutions of students‘ exercises from almost all parts of 
mathematics (and also for solving the congruences) you can use the computer program PARI 
(GP/PARI CALCULATOR). This program solves high levels of number theory exercises but it can 
also help to students at high schools or even elementary schools. (see [8]). 
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